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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new scheme named “CPMine” for automatic three-dimensional (3D) protein structure classiﬁcation using structural ﬁngerprints. We represent a 3D protein structure as a CPset, which is a set of
inter-SSE contact patterns (CPs) existing in the protein. Suppose we have a database of protein structures whose class
labels are already known, and suppose there are  distinct
protein structure classes in the database. For each class, we
generate its ﬁngerprint by mining the frequent CPsets from
all the member protein structures belonging to this class.
When we want to predict the class label of an unknown protein, we also generate the CPset of this protein, and ﬁnd
the intersection between this CPset and the ﬁngerprint of
each protein structure class one by one. Then, the labels of
the classes with the highest degree of intersection are returned as the answer. The proposed method is a pure classiﬁcation scheme in that any kind of structural comparison,
alignment or searching is not needed to be performed. The
preliminary experimental results shows that our method can
classify the protein structures accurately and efﬁciently.

1. Introduction
Three dimensional (3D) protein structure analysis is an
important area in bioinformatics. Protein structure analysis
involves such tasks as protein structure comparison, classiﬁcation, modelling, and prediction. Among them, researchers
have been developing numerous automated methods for
structural comparison, modelling and prediction since the
last decade. But, only a few automated structural classiﬁcation methods have been proposed up until now. Instead,
people rely on the manual and semi-automatic classiﬁcation methods such as SCOP [12] and CATH [15]. Or, they
use the traditional structural comparison or alignment meth-

ods such as DALI [10] and VAST [7] for classiﬁcation purpose.
Because of the advancements in the laboratory methods
to determine the 3D structures of the proteins, the sizes of
the protein structure databases such as PDB [2] are growing
at very rapid rates. Nowadays, ½¼ to ¾¼ proteins are added to
PDB everyday. Thus, determining the respective structural
classes1 of these new proteins by the manual or the semiautomatic methods becomes inadequate. Classifying a new
protein through traditional structural comparison also becomes inefﬁcient because it involves the comparison of the
new protein against all the proteins (or the representative
set) in the large database. Although faster database searching methods such as ProtDex [1] are available, they are not
designed speciﬁcally for classiﬁcation, and thus still require
quite some time to search through the entire database.
Our objective is to develop an efﬁcient, dedicated and automated protein structure classiﬁer without having to perform any structural comparison or searching. We use data
mining techniques to generate the structural ﬁngerprints for
the various structural classes. A ﬁngerprint is a set of concise and representative features that are common to all the
protein structures in a given class. When we want to classify an unknown protein structure, we can use these ﬁngerprints as the indicators for efﬁcient and effective classiﬁcation.
Our proposed CPMine scheme can be brieﬂy described
as follows. Suppose we have a database of 3D protein structures (in PDB format) whose class labels are already known.
We use SCOP as the golden standard in assigning the class
labels to the proteins. A class label of a protein is its SCOP
designation – Class, Fold, Superfamily, or Family – depending on the level of detail required. We represent each protein structure in the database as a CPset. A CPset is a set of
1

The term ‘class’ in the machine learning literatures refers to a group
in general. It should not be confused with the term ‘Class’ in SCOP
hierarchy.
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discretized feature vectors representing the inter-SSE contact patterns (CPs) that exist in the protein. For each distinct
protein structure class in the database, we ﬁnd the maximal
frequent CPsets from all the member protein structures (or
some representative members) in the class. A frequent itemset mining algorithm named Eclat [18] is used to mine these
frequent CPsets whose numbers of occurrences exceed the
predeﬁned minimum support (minsup). The resultant multiple frequent CPsets are collectively designated as the ﬁngerprint of this class. When we want to predict the class label of an unknown protein, we again generate the CPset of
this protein. For each class, we take each frequent CPset
in its ﬁngerprint at a time, and probe it into the CPset of
the unknown protein. Then we calculate the score of each
class based on the count of the probes that are matched.
The labels of the classes that receive the best scores (after some adjustments, weightings and normalization) are returned as the answer. The experiential results shows that we
can always achieve the correct classiﬁcation in the best 
classes out of the total number of classes (e.g., the best 
classes out of total  classes) with  reliability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives some background information relevant to the proposed scheme. Section 3 describes the proposed scheme
in detail. Section 4 presents the experimental results of the
scheme, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Background
This section discusses the basic concepts regarding the
protein structures, classiﬁcation of the protein structures,
and some of the previous works that are related to the proposed scheme.

2.1. 3D Protein Structures
A protein is composed of a sequence of amino acid (AA)
residues, which folds into a 3D structure by the various
forces of nature. The 3D structure of a protein is represented
as a set of 3D positions (Ü, Ý , Þ coordinates) of all the atoms
in a protein in a 3D reference frame. The shape of a protein can be roughly determined by the positions of the central carbon atoms (C« atoms) of the AA residues. A protein structure can be logically represented as a sequence of
3D positions of all the C« atoms in the protein.
In a protein, certain portions of its AA sequence folds
into speciﬁc shapes such as helices (denoted as ‘H’) and
sheets (denoted as ‘E’) due to the forces of nature such
as hydrogen bonds and disulphide bonds. Such a shape is
called a secondary structure element (SSE). The arrangement of SSEs within a protein is called its topology. Identifying SSEs within a protein structure is subjective depending on the assumption of the various parameters. In our sys-

tem, we use STRIDE [6] algorithm to identify and annotate
SSEs in the protein structures.
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [2] is the most popular and
widely-used resource in protein structure analysis. It stores
the 3D structural information and annotations on several
proteins. For each protein, PDB stores the 3D coordinates
of all the atoms that compose the molecule, alongside with
other information (such as chain information, SSE information and annotations). Nowadays (as of March 2004), PDB
stores over 24,000 protein structures.

2.2. Protein Structure Classiﬁcation
According to the machine learning literatures, classiﬁcation is a kind of supervised learning. First, we have a
collection of objects with their class labels already known.
Then, for each unique class, we train the classiﬁer with the
positive examples of the objects that belong to the class,
and optionally, the negative examples of the objects that do
not belong to the class. The classiﬁer learns the classiﬁcation rules from the training data and reapplies these rules
to classify the new unknown objects. Support vector machines (SVMs), neural networks and Bayesian networks are
some commonly used classiﬁcation methods.
In our case, we have a database of 3D protein structures with their structural class labels (Class, Fold, Superfamily or Family) already known according to the existing classiﬁcation databases. (SCOP [12] and CATH [15] are
two well-known classiﬁcation databases. They are manually
and semi-automatically constructed respectively.) For each
unique structural class, we train our classiﬁer with the positive and, optionally, the negative example structures. We
predict the structural classes of the new coming structures
using the rules learned by the classiﬁer from the training examples. Structural classiﬁcation is different from structural
clustering schemes such as Fischer et al. [5] in which unsupervised learning is used to build the classes of the structures whose class labels are not known in advance.

2.3. Related Work
There are quite a number of protein structure classiﬁcation methods such as [4, 8] that use the AA sequences
as their input data. But, on the other hand, to our knowledge there only exists a few pure protein structure classiﬁers
that take the 3D structures as their input data. Many people use the traditional structural comparison methods such
as SSAP and DALI for classiﬁcation purpose. This comparison approach incurs high computational cost unnecessarily
because structural comparison is a computationally expensive task. A pure or dedicated classiﬁer does not need to
carry out any comparison and can accomplish the required
classiﬁcation task with much lower computational cost.
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Huan et al. [11] proposed a dedicated protein structure
classiﬁer based on coherent subgraph analysis. It presents
a 3D protein structure as a feature vector of the number occurrences of the coherent subgraphs representing the peptide and proximity relations among the AA residues. It then
uses SVMs to train and classify these feature vectors.
Røgen and Fain [16] described another dedicated protein structure classiﬁer that uses Gauss integrals to represent a 3D protein structure as a 30-dimensional feature vector. For each structural class, it constructs a cluster containing the member proteins in 30-dimensional space. It then
uses nearest cluster search to predict the most appropriate
class for a new coming protein.
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Figure 1. 3D coordinates of C atoms in protein fragment .



3. CPMine Method
In this section, we will discuss our proposed CPMine
method in detail. Section 3.1 describes how a 3D protein
structure can be represented as a CPSet. Section 3.2 explains how structural ﬁngerprints of the protein structure
classes are built by frequent CPset mining. Section 3.3 describes how the class of a new unknown protein can be predicted by using these structural ﬁngerprints.

3.1. Representing a Protein Structure
In this sub-section, we will discuss how a 3D protein
structure can be represented by a CPset.
3.1.1. Distance Matrix. A 3D protein structure can be
represented as a 2D distance matrix. This representation is
popular and has been used in DALI [10] and other protein
structure analysis methods. A distance matrix is rotation and
translation invariant. The formal deﬁnition of a distance matrix is given below.
Deﬁnition 1 Distance Matrix
A distance matrix representing a particular protein with
AA residues is an
matrix, in which each cell
´
µ, where ½ 
 , stores the Euclidean distance2
´
µ between the C« atom of the  residue and C
atom of the  residue. The distance matrix is symmetrical along the main diagonal, i.e., ´ µ  ´ µ.



 
  

 
  





 

 

For example, let us consider a small fragment of protein
structure which is excerpted from protein 1tph1 (residue
id 90–100). The fragment has 11 AA residues and 2 SSEs,
with C atom coordinates and SSE assignments as shown
in Figure 1. We can construct a distance matrix for protein
fragment as shown in Figure 2. All the measurements are
in Angstrom (Å).





2

Distances that are greater than Å are considered not very signiﬁcant
and are just taken as merely Å.

Figure 2. Distance matrix of protein fragment
.



3.1.2. Inter-SSE Contact Pattern (CP). We can approximate the overall 3D shape of a protein structure by the
shapes and topology of its constituent SSEs. Consequently,
when a 3D protein structure is presented as a distance matrix, we can approximate the overall structure of the protein by the combination of the properties of the individual
inter-SSE contact patterns (CPs) that are formed by the interaction of the SSEs. In other words, we can capture most
of the important structural properties of a protein structure
in a set of CPs that present in its distance matrix. In our example protein fragment with 2 SSEs, we have four CPs:
½½ , ½¾ , ¾½ and ¾¾ , which are shown as the gray areas in Figure 2. The formal deﬁnition of a CP is given below.
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Deﬁnition 2 Contact Pattern (CP)
Within a distance matrix (see Deﬁnition 1) of size
,a
contact pattern  of two SSEs and is a sub-matrix containing the cells ´
´ ·  ½  ·   ½µ,
µ
and  are starting AA residue numbers of SSE
where
and SSE respectively ´
and  are the
  µ, and
lengths or the numbers of residues in SSE and SSE respectively ´ ·  ½ 
 ·   ½  µ.

 

 
       




  




 
  


Since the distance matrix is symmetrical, only the CPs
that are on or above the main diagonal are needed to be
taken into account. In our example only the CPs ½½ , ½¾ ,
and ¾¾ are needed to be taken into account.

 



3.1.3. CP Feature Vector. Since a protein structure can be
approximately represented by a set of its constituent CPs,
we can encode and manipulate them in analyzing the protein structures. It is vital that we can encode these CPs in a
concise manner while able to capture their important properties. For this purpose, we present a CP as a 7-dimensional
feature vector. We can effectively and efﬁciently determine
the similarity or compatibility between two given CPs by
comparing their respective feature vectors. The feature vector of a CP  , which is formed by SSE and SSE , consists of 7 attributes as shown in Table 1.
The ﬁrst two attributes are derived from 3D vector representation of the SSEs. Since a CP essentially represents
the inter-relationship between the two SSEs, we can logically associate it with the angle and the vertex distance between the two SSE vectors. Angle and distance are the natural and most commonly used properties for the relationship between two SSE vectors, and are also used in many
other methods such as VAST [7] and LOCK [17].
An SSE can be roughly approximated by its representative vector or line segment in 3D space. We adopt the equations for calculating the start point   and the end point
from Singh and Brutlag [17].
 of an SSE vector
After having   and  of a vector, we can represent it as a point vector with respect to the origin .
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Given two point vectors and , representing two SSEs,
we can calculate the angle between them as:
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where  is the dot product of vectors
and , and
is the Euclidean distance between two point vectors.
) between two SSE vectors
Also, the vertex distance (
and can be calculated as:
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The rest of the attributes are derived directly from the distance matrix. Square-root of area and aspect ratio of CP attributes are related to the lengths of the SSEs. These two

attributes are used in order to avoid the matching of two
CPs that are formed by the SSE pairs with very different
lengths. Mean and standard deviation of C -C distance
attributes are related to the internal conﬁguration of a CP.
They are used in order to avoid the matching of two CPs
which store very different C -C distance values. CP type
is a natural property that is used for avoiding the comparison of two CPs formed by different types of SSEs respectively. The functions used to calculate these attribute values
of the feature vector are deﬁned as follows.
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where the deﬁnitions of all the symbols are the same as
their previous deﬁnitions respectively. Now, let

Ã              

be a feature vector. We can generate feature vector
CP  as follows.



Ã



Ã  for

             
            

Ã Ã


(9)

Ã

The feature vectors ½½ , ½¾ , and ¾¾ for their respective
CPs ½½ , ½¾ , and ¾¾ in our example protein fragment
are shown in Table 1.
The feature vector we use is a good approximation of
the original CP in an abstract form. Each of the 7 attributes
in the feature vector is important in its own. We have conducted an experiment by excluding each attribute from the
feature vector at a time, and observed that the expressive
power of the feature vector degrades with each exclusion.
(The results are not shown here.)

 

3.1.4. Discrete CP Feature Vector. In the original CP
feature vector, except CP type attribute, all the other attributes are continuous-valued. However, the frequent itemset mining algorithm, which will be used in the next step, requires discrete values as input. Thus, we discretize each attribute value by mapping the value from the original space
to the discretized space. The possible ranges for the original space and the discretized space for each attribute are
given in Table 1. Some attributes are allocated larger discretized spaces (i.e., more number of bits) than the others
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Dim

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Attribute
Angle between  and 
Vertex distance between  and 
Square-root of the area of  
Aspect ratio of  
Mean C -C distance in  
Standard deviation of C -C
distance in  
Type of  
Total

Function

Equation








2
3
4
5
6
7



8

Original
Space
Min
Max
0.0
180.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
60.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
25.0
0

4

Discretized
Space
Min
Max
0
15
0
7
0
15
0
7
0
15
0
7
0

4

#Bits

Example continuous and discrete
feature vectors in protein

Ã Ì½½ Ã½¾ Ì½¾ Ã¾¾ Ì¾¾
½½

4
3
4
3
4
3
3
24

0.0 0000
0.0 000
4.0 0001
1.0 111
4.2 0001
3.2 001
2

010

42.9 0011
9.7 001
4.5 0001
0.8 110
14.0 0100
3.8 001
4

100

0.0 0000
0.0 000
5.0 0001
1.0 111
3.9 0001
2.1 000
0

000

Table 1. Attributes of a CP feature vector.
because they are found to be relatively more important according to our experiments.
As an example, for angle attribute, we map an original
to  into one of the
real number angle value between
discrete bins numbered between to  (i.e. 4 bit space). We
use simple equal partition discretization as shown in Equation 10.
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where   is a safety factor. For instance, we can calculate the discretized value of   degree angle as:
   


.
Every attribute, except CP Type, is discretized in this
way. Finally, we can present a CP as a 24-bit discrete feature vector. We can deﬁne a discrete CP feature vector Ì as
a bit vector.

Ì














  
 





 





 



(11)

where  is the discretization function (Eq.10) and  is the
concatenation operator of the bit strings. The resultant Ì½½ ,
Ì½¾ , and Ì¾¾ respectively for CPs ½½ , ½¾ , and ¾¾ in
our example protein fragment can be seen in Table 1.
We gain two fringe beneﬁts from this discretization process. Firstly, it enables a compact and discrete encoding of
a CP. Secondly, we can easily approximate the compatibility or incompatibility of two CPs by simply comparing their
respective discretized feature vectors for equality.
3.1.5. CPset. Now, we can represent a 3D protein structure as a set of discrete CP feature vectors called a CPset.
Deﬁnition 3 CPset
is a set of k discrete CP feature vectors that
A -CPset
occurs within a protein.
Ì Ì
Ì , where Ì     is a discrete CP feature vector.
The concept of CPset is borrowed from that of itemset
which is used in general data mining. We can also draw an
analogy between a protein and a transaction. In this way,
we can view a protein as a set of CPs (CPset) – as we can
view a transaction as a set of items (itemset).

It should be noted that we use sequence-order independent approach as in [13]. (The advantage of sequence-order
independence is that some non-sequential sub-structures
such as surface motifs can be easily detected.) In this approach, we only take care of the spatial arrangement of the
SSEs in a 3D structure, and neglect the AA-sequence order of them. Hence, we also neglect the sequence order of
the CPs in a distance matrix. Consequently, the order of the
discrete CP feature vectors (Ì ) in a CPset is not important.
In this way, we can represent all the known protein structures in the database as their respective CPsets.

3.2. Building Structural Fingerprints
Now we have all the protein structures in the database
represented as their respective CPsets. For each distinct protein structure class in the database, we apply frequent itemset mining on all the CPsets of the proteins belonging to this
class in order to ﬁnd the maximal frequent CPsets that occur
in this class. We regard these frequent CPsets as the structural ﬁngerprint representing this particular class. Usually,
a ﬁngerprint includes more than one CPset. Subsequently,
we can use these ﬁngerprints as the classiﬁcation indicators
to classify the new coming protein structures.
We do not use the standard classiﬁcation tools such as
SVMs and neural networks for two reasons. Firstly, the
number of CPs in a CPset is variable. A large protein contains a large number of CPs in its CPset, whilst a small protein contains only a small number of them. Secondly, the
order of CPs in a CPset is not ﬁxed. A particular CP that occurs ﬁrst in one CPset may occur last in another yet compatible CPset. These two reasons make our CPset representation inappropriate to be used with the standard classiﬁcation tools.
Although frequent itemset mining is not a standard classiﬁcation tool, it has been used successfully for classiﬁcation purpose in some instances such as CBA [14].
3.2.1. Frequent CPset Mining. Frequent CPset mining is
merely a specialization of the general frequent itemset min-
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ing by treating CPsets as the itemsets. We adopt the following formal deﬁnition of frequent itemset mining from Han
and Kamber, 2000 [9].
 be a set of all possible items.
Let
½  ¾    
Let , the task-relevant data, be a set of database transactions where each transaction  is a set of items such that
  . Let  be a set of items. A transaction  is said
to contain  if and only if    . A set of items is referred to as an itemset. An itemset that contains  items is
a  -itemset. The occurrence frequency of an itemset is the
number of transactions that contain the itemset. An itemset satisﬁes minimum support (  ) if the occurrence
frequency of the itemset is greater than or equal to the product of   and the total number of transactions in . If
an itemset satisﬁes minimum support, then it is a frequent
itemset. A maximal frequent pattern is a frequent pattern, ,
such that any proper superpattern of is not frequent.
In our CPMine method, we use Eclat [18] frequent itemset mining algorithm. We choose it because of its efﬁciency.
We will not discuss Eclat algorithm in detail in this paper.
The interested readers can refer to the original paper [18].
3.2.2. Fingerprint Generation Algorithm. Given a
database of protein structures with known class labels,
we can generate a structural ﬁngerprint for each distinct class in terms of a set containing maximal frequent
CPsets occurring in this class. The ﬁngerprint generation algorithm is describes in Figure 3.
We ﬁrst partition the protein structure database  into 
partitions – each for a distinct structural class (line 1). We
assign the minimum and maximum number of desired maximal frequent CPsets in a ﬁngerprint as  and  respectively (line 2), and the initial minimum support (  ) as
 (line 4). (These values are determined experimentally.)
Then for each structural class , we build a set of CPsets 
by compiling all the CPsets  ’s from the protein structures
 ’s belonging to this class (line 3–9). (The detailed procedure for GenerateCPset routine (line 7) is described in Section 3.1.) Then, we run Eclat algorithm on  with the initial   in order to generate the ﬁngerprint  for class
(line 10). If the number of frequent CPsets in the ﬁngerprint are too few or too many, we adjust   by a factor
of  and run Eclat algorithm again (line 11–16).

3.3. Classiﬁcation using Fingerprints
Now we have a set of structural ﬁngerprints – one for
each known structural class. Each ﬁngerprint consists of
– maximal frequent CPsets occurring in the protein
structures of the respective class. If we want to classify a
new protein structure whose class is not known yet, we represent it as a CPset, and try to predict its class by using algorithm described in Figure 4. It should be noted that we use
multi-classiﬁcation approach (as opposed to multiple binary

1. Let 
½  ¾        be the database
of protein structures
where      is a set of protein
structure with class label
2.

  
3. for
 to  do
4.
 
  
5.
for 
 to  
6.
Let        be a particular
protein structure in 
7.
=
 GenerateCPset( )
8.
 =  
9.
end for
10.
 = Eclat(    )
11. if    

12.
 
 

13.
goto 10
14. else if     
15.
 
 
  
16.
goto 10
17. end if
18. end for
19. return
½ ¾      

Ë

Figure 3. Fingerprint generation algorithm.

classiﬁcations). The scores for all the classes are calculated
in a single classiﬁcation process.
We ﬁrst generate the CPset of the query protein  (line
1). Then for each distinct class , we take its ﬁngerprint
 (line 2–5), and probes its constituent maximal frequent
CPsets one-by-one into the CPset of  (line 7–11), and
count the hits (line 12). The score of class is calculated
based on the number of hits it receives (line 15). Some adjustments and weightings are done in calculating the score.
Squaring of the hit percentage makes partial matches less
signiﬁcant (line 14). Multiplying with the log of number
of discrete CPs in the frequent CPset (  ) makes the
longer frequent CPsets more signiﬁcant than the shorter
ones (line 15). Also, multiplying with the support of the
  ) makes the frequent CPsets
frequent CPset (
with greater support more important (line 15). Finally, we
normalize the score of class by dividing it with the number of frequent CPsets in its ﬁngerprint (line 17). The class
label of the ﬁngerprint that receives most of the best score
is returned as the most relevant class (line 21).
The algorithm shown in Figure 4 returns only the label
of the single best class. We can optionally return the multiple labels of the best  classes for wider coverage. We use

 in our experiments.
The overview of the entire CPMine method is presented
in Figure 5.
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Ì  Ì      Ì  be the CPset
representing the protein  with unknown class label,
where Ì      is a discrete CP feature vector.
2. Let 
½  ¾        be a set of ﬁngerprints
where       is
the ﬁngerprint of structural class 
3. 
   
4. for 
 to  do
½  ¾       
5.
Let us deﬁne 
where       is a particular
frequent CPset within ﬁngerprint 
6.


7.
for 
 to  do
8.
Let us deﬁne 
         
where       is a discrete
CP feature vector within frequent CPset 
9.
 
10.
for 
 to  do
11.
if   then
12.
++ /* if  exists in CPset of
protein , count it as a hit */
13.
end for

  ¾
14.
15.

 
      
16. end for
17. 


18. if 
 
then
19.


   
20. end for
21. return  
1. Let

Figure 4. Classiﬁcation algorithm.

4. Experimental Results
In order to assess the accuracy and efﬁciency of the
proposed CPMine scheme, we conduct an experiment involving  protein structures extracted from ASTRAL data
set [3] with less than  sequence homology. (ASTRAL
provides the PDB-style 3D coordinate ﬁles for the protein
domains as deﬁned by SCOP.) From this data set, we choose
protein Folds (according to SCOP designation) each having
 or more member protein structures. There are  such
Folds. We use these  Folds as our target structural classes.
From each Fold, we take  of its member proteins. (For
Folds with more than  members, we randomly select 
from them.) Thus, we have a pool of     protein
structures whose class labels (Folds) are known.
We conduct our experiment using -fold cross validation strategy. We split each Fold into  partitions each having  protein structures. We conduct  sub-experiments. In

Figure 5. Overview of CPMine method.

each sub-experiment, we build the testing data set by choosing a partition from each Fold and combining them together.
In this way, we have a testing data set consisting of  proteins for each sub-experiment. The remaining  proteins
are used as training data set. The training data set is made
up of  proteins from each of  Folds.

We use the training data set to build  structural ﬁngerprints for these  Folds. Then, we classify protein structures in the testing data set using the constructed structural
ﬁngerprints.
In this way,  sub-experiments are conducted by using
the different testing sets and training sets in each run. Then,
we consolidate the results from  sub-experiments and calculate the average accuracy of the scheme. We look at the
top scorer classes (which is  of the total number of
classes), and examine whether they are actually the correct
classiﬁcations. The results are shown in Table 2. Column
‘Top 1’ shows the accuracy of the scheme if only the top 1
scorer is examined, and Column ‘Top 2’ shows the accuracy if both top 1 and 2 scorers are examined, etc.

From the experiments, it is observed that the proposed
method performs quite accurately. In overall, it can give the
correct classiﬁcation within the top 3 answers with  
accuracy. It performs very good on certain Folds such as
47472 and 48725 with  accuracy. However, it classiﬁes poorly on certain Folds such as 53066. This is because
the method produces some false positives in matching of
the CPset belonging to a particular Fold to the ﬁngerprints
of the other Folds. We will try to reduce such false matchings in the future version of the system.
It is also observed that the proposed scheme works very
efﬁciently. All the experiments are done on Pentium IV
2.6GHz machine with 1GB RAM and 80GB HDD running
Windows XP. The average time for a training and testing cycle is only 2:30 minutes. The time statistics are also shown
in Table 2.
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Fold

Class

46688
47472
48370
48725
50198
51350
51734
51904
52171
52539
52832
53066
53473
54235
54861
Overall

AllAllAllAll-
All-













Average Accuracy
(in Percents)
Top 1
Top 2
Top 3
80.0
85.0
92.5
47.5
97.5
100.0
50.0
72.5
85.0
72.5
97.5
100.0
30.0
62.5
85.0
47.5
65.0
77.5
52.5
85.0
87.5
32.5
55.0
60.0
42.5
72.5
95.0
32.5
60.0
82.5
25.0
37.5
62.5
30.0
37.5
47.5
47.5
60.0
70.0
50.0
70.0
85.0
32.5
67.5
90.0
44.83
68.33
81.33

Average Time
(in Seconds)
Training
Testing
2.01
0.21
3.73
0.39
10.78
1.18
4.09
0.43
4.45
0.47
26.24
2.89
12.14
1.33
16.12
1.77
8.79
0.95
15.94
1.75
4.63
0.49
11.50
1.26
24.80
2.73
3.46
0.36
4.63
0.49
133.30
16.71

Table 2. Experiential results on 15 protein
Folds.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new ﬁngerprinting
scheme for protein structure classiﬁcation. We use frequent
itemset mining approach to build the structural ﬁngerprints
for the protein structure classes, and use them as the indicators for future structural classiﬁcations. Our system is a pure
and dedicated classiﬁer without requiring a costly structural
comparison process. The preliminary experimental results
shows that our method is accurate and very efﬁcient.
As a future work, we can further assess the general behaviour of our scheme by trying it with a greater number
of training and testing proteins taken from a greater number of structural classes. We can also improve the accuracy
and efﬁciency of classiﬁcation by introducing a better CPset
feature vector representing scheme, a better discretization
scheme, a better CPset probing and scoring scheme, etc.
Finally, we believe our scheme can become a very useful automatic tool for rapid and accurate protein structure classiﬁcation in the age of very large protein structure
databases.
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